The criTical ediTion of arisToTle's De animalibus in The arabic-laTin TranslaTion of Michael scoT. iTs purpose and iTs significance for The hisTory of science aafke M.i. van oppenraay summary historians of science and other scientists need to have access to scholarly editions of important literary witnesses to developments which they study. Without such editions, all kinds of linguistic and content-related problems in the nachleben of, for instance, aristotle's work will remain unsolved, or conclusions will be drawn on the basis of incorrect data.
in 1996 an international workshop was organized at the de Wulf-Mansion centre in louvain on 'the tradition of aristotle's De historia animalium (history of animals)', aristotle's general zoology. it was followed in 1997 by an international colloquium on 'aristotle's animals in the Middle ages and renaissance', the proceedings of which appeared in 1999.1 one of the outcomes of these meetings was the astonishing fact that, whenever aristotle's biology was cited during the Middle ages and even during a large part of the renaissance, the citations invariably continued to derive from the arabic-latin translation of Michael scot-which has been preserved in the large number of over 62 manuscripts-and hardly ever from the later graeco-latin translation of William of Moerbeke, although the latter was certainly much more accurate and available in a good many copies as well.
The most conscientious medieval scholars used the text of scot to read on quickly in the extensive text of nineteen books (in Moerbeke's case the text even numbered twenty-one books, since his translation also contained the two treatises on the movement and progression of animals which were unknown and untranslated in the arabic tradition),2 whereas they used Moerbeke's latin translation when a more precise rendering of the greek text was desired. evidence of this practice can be found in an extant manuscript containing Moerbeke's translation, written between the lines of scot's translation.3 This translation of scot proved to be enduringly popular, and the main reason for its undiminished appeal, despite the availability of Moerbeke's translation from the greek, must have been that scot wrote an extremely lucid and smoothly readable latin. in scot's rendering, the reader was spared many underlying translation problems, whereas Moerbeke's accurate literal translation required much more time and effort on the part of the reader.
'in fact', it was equally said in the preface to the proceedings of 1999, 'zoology remained for centuries a science based on texts, a corpus of commentaries on the philosopher's books'. citations from scot's translation emerge in numerous scholastic works, encyclopedias-for instance of arnoldus saxo and Thomas of cantimpré-and commentaries-for instance by albertus the great and peter of spain. his translation permeated scholastic philosophy, theology (Thomas aquinas), epistemology, anthropology and moralizing literature. The most important Jewish authors based their knowledge of peripatetic zoology on the arabic and arabic-latin tradition. scot's text was even transformed into widespread florilegia, which enabled a greater number of users to access the contents of this lengthy and therefore very expensive work. citing the preface again: 'it becomes clear in how many different ways aristotle's books on animals fertilized the cultural life of the Middle ages and renaissance. Thus, it is no exaggeration to claim that without the zoological doctrine of the philosopher our culture would have lacked a great deal of its scientific realism and of its humanistic wealth'.
